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a b s t r a c t

Multi-gate transistors enable the pace of Moore's Law for another decade. In its 22 nm technology node
Intel switched to multi-gate transistors called TriGate, whereas IBM, TSMC, Samsung and others will do
so in their 20 nm and 14 nm nodes with multi-gate transistors called FinFET. Several recent publications
studied the drawing of multi-gate transistors layout. Designing new VLSI cell libraries and blocks requires
massive re-drawing of layout. Hard-IP reuse is an alternative method taking advantage of existing source
layout by automatically mapping it into new target technology, which was used in Intel's Tick-Tock
marketing strategy for several product generations. This paper presents a cell-level hard-IP reuse
algorithm, converting planar transistors to multi-gate ones. We show an automatic, robust transforma-
tion of bulk diffusion polygons into fins, while addressing the key requirements of cell libraries, as
maximizing performance and interface compatibility across a variety of driving strength. We present a
layout conversion flow comprising time-efficient geometric manipulations and discrete optimization
algorithms, while generating manually drawn layout quality. Those can easily be used in composing
larger functional blocks.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and motivation

Intel has lately delivered to market its Ivy Bridge microprocessor
which includes new 22 nm multi-gate transistors, called TriGate [1].
Those are fundamentally different than the traditional planar bulk
transistors used since the early days of MOS technology. TriGate
enables the VLSI industry to continue the pace of Moore's Law
for 14 nm, 10 nm and smaller feature-size technologies. TriGate
transistor uses three gates wrapped around the silicon channel in
a 3-D structure, delivering significant performance and energy
efficiency improvement over planar transistors, while the transistors
density remains intact. We subsequently use the terms transistor
and device interchangeably. Fig. 1(a) shows the structure of a
traditional planar transistor, while Fig. 1(b) shows the structure of
a TriGate transistor comprising a single fin. Fig. 1(c) shows that
TriGate transistors can have multiple fins connected together to
increase total drive strength [1].

Other companies like IBM [2], TSMC [3], GlobalFoundries [4],
Samsung [5] and STMicroelectronics [6] are also reporting on their
progress in 3-D multi-gate transistors, known as FinFET. Those
include a variety of technologies, some are similar to Tri-Gate,
others comprise four terminal devices, and some are bulk while

others are of Silicon on Insulator (SOI). All those technologies are
expected to be used for products manufactured in 20 nm and
14 nm. We subsequently use the term multi-gate to mean both
TriGate and FinFET.

While the physical structure of the various multi-gate transis-
tor types are somewhat different of each other, they all share a
common property, where the drain and sources of the underlying
CMOS transistor are implemented by fins. From layout and mask
design perspective both TriGate and FinFET look similar, where
their fins must align to a uniform grid imposed on the entire chip
to enable lithography. Fig. 2 is a photograph of an ensemble of
TriGate transistors connected together.

The increasing interest in multi-gate transistors yielded lately
few works related to their drawing. In [7] the drawing of a single
transistor with multiple fins is described, while in [8,9] the layout
drawing of complete cells is described. Drawing multi-gate devices
must obey strict design rules enforcing the fins to align to a
predefined grid common to the entire layout. In [10] the layout
density obtained by using TriGate (3T) devices versus FinFET
devices having four terminals (4T) was compared, concluding that
3T devices offer higher layout density. (3T devices are also known
as connected-gate (CG) FinFET, while 4T are called isolated-gate
(IG) FinFET.)

Former works dealt with the construction of multi-gate layouts
from scratch, which is the common VLSI design scenario. There,
cell library families comprising logic, sequential, memory, IO and
other circuits are designed first and then used to build larger
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functional blocks and systems. In a different scenario, known as
hard-IP reuse [11,16], the physical layout of an existing chip, called
source layout, is migrated into new target technology in an
attempt to deliver the same functionality with improved energy
efficiency and performance, but in lower cost. Such conversions
were used at Intel as a part of its well-known Tick-Tock marketing
strategy [11,12].

In a hard-IP reuse methodology called cell-based, the layout of
the cells in the libraries are converted first and then are being
placed and routed in an attempt to preserve their relative posi-
tions as in the source layout [13]. Converting the layout of cell
libraries has the advantage of re-using the IP invested in their
optimization, which mainly deals with the relative position of the
transistors within the cells, their relative sizes and cell's inter-
face. Such optimization is primarily affected by cell functionality
and its underlying connectivity, while the specific technology in

use has secondary impact on the optimization. Since cell's func-
tionality and connectivity do not change across technology migra-
tion, layout topology is not suspected to significant changes.
It is therefore beneficial to develop layout conversion algorithm
supporting the transition from planar to multi-gate technology,
and also from multi-gate to multi-gate for future technology
migrations.

An early attempt for automatic conversion of planar CMOS SOI
microprocessor into FinFET technology at 100 nm was reported in
[14], but details were not provided. In [15] the authors describe an
automatic process to replace the active diffusion regions of devices
by appropriate fins to generate a legal and functional cell layout.
Some oversizing of the active area takes place in order to legalize a
fin in case it is not fully contained within the source active area.
Though increasing the probability of legal and functional FinFET
cell, it is a local transformation which does not take into account
the entire cell devices simultaneously and their “competition” on
the area. Furthermore, oversizing the active area as proposed in
[15] still does not guarantee that all the required fins can indeed
be materialized.

This work presents a planar to multi-gate layout conversion
flow maximizing the fin utilization in the target cell. We shall
address the main requirements from standard cell libraries while
minimizing the amount of additional manual artwork required by
a mask designer in case that conversion goals have not been met.
The proposed flow is also applicable for migration of multi-gate
source layout to multi-gate target layout across progression in
process technologies, a situation expected for years to come. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section presents the
conversion problem and its tradeoffs. Section 3 outlines the
conversion flow and briefly explains its various steps. Section 4
elaborates on the step of polygon rectangular decomposition,
while Section 5 discusses the grid imposition algorithm and shows
its optimality. Experimental results are discussed in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Planar device in (a), single fin TriGate device in (b) and multiple fin device in (c) [1].

Fig. 2. TriGate transistors connected in a functional circuit [1].
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2. The conversion of planar CMOS to multi-gate layout

A layout of a planar CMOS device is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Its
conversion into multi-gate, shown in Fig. 3(b), attempts to embed
fins in the active area. The width of the fins (channel length) and
their spacing are defined by the technology in hand and are
common to the entire chip. The conversion must take this into
account, such that plugging cells into blocks will automatically
align the fins to that grid. The changes implied in the other layers
are minor and will be mentioned when applicable.

The conversions of different planar transistors are not inde-
pendent of each other. Fig. 4(a) shows illegal result occurred by
converting each transistor alone, while Fig. 4(b) is a legal conver-
sion obtained by considering transistors simultaneously. There is a
problem however. While each planar transistor can accommodate
three fins, only two are possible in a legal layout, thus degrading
the driving strength of the circuit. More severely, when the source
layout has very small devices, typically the keeper devices of
sequential cells or those in min-delay buffers, it is not guaranteed
that the resulting target layout will be feasible. This happens if
there is no grid position (offset) over the source cell guaranteeing
at least one fin per planar transistor. To minimize the chance of
non-feasibility, the conversion flow is first oversizing the active
area, expanding it as much as possible without violating design
rules. This increases the chance for finding grid offset yielding
feasible target layout.

Consider the example of a planar CMOS sequential cell illu-
strated in Fig. 5(a), where the gate and active layers are shown. In
Fig. 5(b) the active areas have been vertically expanded together
with the underlying gates. To preserve connectivity, diffusion
contacts and first metal layer (not shown) are stretched accord-
ingly. A uniform fin grid is then imposed on the cell and fins are
populated as shown in Fig. 5(c). Fins resulting by a different grid
offset are shown in Fig. 5(d), raising the question of which of the
two offsets is better.

A clear difference between Fig. 5(c) and (d) is in their total
number of fins, where in Fig. 5(c) there are 25 more fins than in
Fig. 5(d). Having more fins is advantageous. First, after being
converted the layout is extracted, simulated and further optimiza-
tion may takes place by dropping some fins. Having initially more
fins provides more degrees of optimization freedom, hence poten-
tially obtaining a better cell. Secondly, libraries contain families of
cells comprising same logic function with different driving
strength. More fins in the output driver transistors ease the
derivation of driving strength variants by simply dropping fins
from the relevant transistors. The resulting cells still have the same
footprint and interface, which is a big advantage, since it eases

later timing fixes (called ECOs) by a simple cell replacement in
layout.

Minimizing the number of transistors having less than a
specified number M of fins is also an important objective. It can
be supported by a simple modification of the algorithm maximiz-
ing the total number of fins. Setting M ¼ 1 ensures that if there is a
feasible solution where each transistor has one fin at least, it will
be found by the algorithm. This is elaborated in Section 5.

3. Outline of conversion flow

The main steps of the conversion flow are outlined below. Their
algorithmic details and optimality proofs are addressed in the next
sections. We demonstrate the steps on the same layout used in Fig. 5.
The conversion flow assumes that diffusion polygons (active layer) of
the source layout are rectilinear, which is anyway the usual case.

3.1. Oversizing the active layer polygons

This step expands the n-type and p-type diffusion polygons in
the vertical direction as much as possible, in an attempt to
maximize the size of the planar transistors of the cell. Diffusion
polygons are expanded together with their related gate polygons,
diffusion contacts and straps of first metal layer. Such expansion

Fig. 3. Layout of a planar CMOS transistor and its multi-gate conversion.

Fig. 4. Imposing a common grid on the entire layout. (a) Illegal - fins do not align
and (b) legal - fins align.
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involves polygon oversizing and Boolean operations of the rele-
vant layers, similar to those used for Design Rule Checking (DRC).
This is performed with the aid of commercial EDA layout tools
whose manuals specify the appropriate expressions to obtain the
manipulations (e.g. [18,19]).

Diffusion expansion improves the chance of later feasible fin
embedding and it provides other advantages mentioned in Section 2.
The device expansion must preserve all the layout design rules and
connectivity so the resulting layout is legal and functional. The step is
illustrated by the transformation of the source layout in Fig. 5(a) to
the expanded layout in Fig. 5(b).

Maximizing the size of transistors change their parameters in
the source layout, but it is done only in an attempt to accom-
modate as many fins as possible in the target layout. The resulting
fins are not necessarily all utilized. The exact setting of fin count
per transistor is done by circuit simulation, combining parameters
of multi-gate process technology and layout extraction. Appro-
priate design considerations are described in [23], Ch. 7.2.

3.2. Horizontal decomposition of diffusion polygons into maximal
rectangles

This step simplifies the algorithm of fin maximization which
follows. The decomposition of the diffusion expanded layout (see
Fig. 5(b)) is shown in Fig. 6. The decomposition problem and its
algorithmic solution are elaborated in Section 4.

3.3. Finding an optimal offset of fin grid

This step aims at maximizing the number of multi-gate fins
embedded into the area occupied by the expanded planar tran-
sistors. Fig. 7 illustrates two grids imposed on the cell in different
offsets. While the green grid implies the multi-gate layout shown
in Fig. 5(c), the orange grid yields the layout in Fig. 5(d), which has
25 less fins, hence inferiors compared to the former. Section 5
describes a time-efficient algorithm that finds an optimal offset.

3.4. Replacing diffusion rectangles by fins

In this step the portions of the grid lines contained in the
rectangles are sized to form legal fins with their width and spacing
as determined by the process technology in hand. Since the grid
lines are spaced in fin pitch (widthþspace), the resulting fins are
guaranteed to adhere the design rules. The source and drain of the
fins corresponding to the same transistor are automatically con-
nected by first metal layer straps stretched in Section 3.1 (not
shown).

3.5. Legalization of multi-gate layout

The former steps apply geometric manipulations preserving
connectivity and accounting for fin and other design rules. Some
fixes related to layout methodology, such as setting cell's origin to
align to grid line, are still required. This ensures that once cells are
placed together, all fins will perfectly abut and align to a global
grid imposed on the entire layout. Design rule violations related to
other than fin layers can still happen. Their fixing can be handled
automatically by layout compaction EDA tools [16] or manually.
This is not further elaborated as it involves ordinary design
activities.

Once the multi-gate transistors have been legally converted,
their remaining interconnections are completed. In the conversion

Fig. 5. Populating fins in active area. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Decomposing diffusion polygons into maximal vertical rectangles.
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of library cells this task requires small manual effort. In 22 nm and
smaller process technologies, the low-level interconnecting layers
are gridded and aligned to the horizontal fins and vertical gates.
Gridding of critical layers significantly reduces the total physical
design space available and makes restrictive design possible [24].
Automation of routing migration is also possible and available by
EDA commercial tools [16].

The above flow describes planar CMOS transistors source layout
conversion into multi-gate transistors target layout. There is no
restriction however in using it for multi-gate to multi-gate con-
version expected for next process technologies. This can simply be
done by first enclosing the fins comprising individual transistors in
source layout by smallest rectangles. The problem is known as
finding the external contour of a union of rectangles. For N fins this
is done in θðN logNÞ optimal time and OðN logNÞ worst-case space
[[20], Ch. 8.7]. The resulting rectangles are then merged to obtain
input layout which looks as in Fig. 5(a). The rest of the flow does
not change.

4. Horizontal decomposition into maximal rectangles

We subsequently define the polygon decomposition problem
mentioned in Section 3.2 and elaborate the algorithm solving it.
Let E be the sets of the horizontal edges of a rectilinear polygon P,
ordered lexicographically by their left end abscissa as a primary
key and by their ordinate as a secondary key. We say that R¼ Ri is
a horizontal decomposition of P into maximal rectangles if:

1. ∪Ri ¼ P,
2. R∘

i∩R
∘
j ¼ ϕ, i≠j, where R∘ is the interior of R.

3. The top and bottom edges of Ri are fully contained in edges of P.
4. Any rectangle R satisfying 3 such that Ri⊂R⊂P implies R¼ Ri,

namely, R¼ Ri are maximal. An example of such decomposition
is shown in Fig. 8.

2D rectangular polygon decomposition is a common problem
arising in VLSI layout and data processing for mask generation. A
fast algorithm that solves the problem was presented in [21]. In its
most general form the 2D problem is NP-hard and a comprehen-
sive discussion of this topic can be found in [22]. In our context the
decomposition turns into 1D problem, for which a time optimal
algorithm is subsequently described.

For an edge e∈E we denote by xlðeÞ, xrðeÞ and yðeÞ its left end
abscissa, right end abscissa and ordinate, respectively. Let E be
sorted in ascending order by the key ½xlðeÞ,yðeÞ� and let minðEÞ be
the smallest element in E. Notice that E is in some way a

description of P whose contour can be retrieved by a linear traversal
of E (after sorting). To handle efficiently deletion, insertion and
retrieval of smallest elements, E is implemented as a heap, so the
time of operations on E will not exceed OðlogjEjÞ [[17], Ch. 7].

The algorithm of decomposition into maximal rectangles is
described by the pseudo code in Fig. 9, and its various steps are
illustrated in Fig. 10. After initialization of R and sorting E in
ascending order in line 1, the algorithm iterates from lines 2 to
8 where at each iteration a new maximal rectangle is found and
subtracted from P. The leftover of P is updated accordingly. The
maximal rectangles are shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c) for the first three
iterations of the algorithm. The algorithm ends once P is con-
sumed, or equivalently, when E is emptied. Notice that P ¼∅ if and
only if E¼∅.

The first two edges of E (having smallest left end abscissa), e1
and e2 respectively (shown in red in Fig. 10) are found in lines
3 and 4 and then deleted from E. The edges e1 and e2 define the
bottom and top edges of the maximal rectangle. Notice that there
is xlðe1Þ ¼ xlðe2Þ. The left edge abscissa a maximal rectangle R is
defined in line 5 and it is any of xlðe1Þ or xlðe2Þ (those are equal). Its
right edge abscissa is the smaller among xrðe1Þ and xrðe2Þ. Line
6 defines the ordinates of the bottom and top edges ofR. The
maximal rectangle R thus defined is then added to R in line 7.

If xrðe1Þ ¼ xrðe2Þ R has effectively been subtracted from P at lines
3 and 4 by the deletion of the bottom and the top edges e1 and e2
from E. This is the case in Fig. 10(c). If however xrðe1Þ≠xrðe2Þ a
portion of the longer edges among e1 and e2 is inserted to E in
lines 8 and 9 as illustrated in Fig. 10(a) and (b), where the edge
inserted to E is shown in blue.

Considering the time complexity of the algorithm, let P have p
vertices and hence p=2 vertical and p=2 horizontal edges. Sorting E
in line 1 and storing it in a heap takes Oðp logpÞ time. An iteration
of the decomposition algorithm consumes one vertical edge, hence
there are p=2 iterations. Finding the smallest element in a heap in
lines 3 and 4 takes Oð1Þ time, while deletions in lines 3 and 4, and
insertions in lines 8 and 9 take Oðp logpÞ, which altogether yields
Oðp logpÞ time complexity. The time complexity is optimal and its
proof is similar to that found in [20], Ch. 8.5.

5. Finding optimal offset of fin grid

It was demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 5(c) and (d) that fin grid
offset affects the number of implied fins, and the advantage of
maximizing those has been discussed. We subsequently present
an algorithm that finds that maximum.

Shown in Fig. 11, let δ be the center-to-center distance between
fins, which defines the fin grid imposed on the rectangles obtained

Fig. 7. Imposition of fin grid.

Fig. 8. Horizontal decomposition of a polygon into maximal rectangles.

Fig. 9. Algorithm of horizontal decomposition into maximal rectangles.
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in Section 3.2 of the conversion flow described in Section 3. Let w
be the fin size drawn in layout. The grid defines the legal location
for fins. To ease the finding of the optimal grid offset, the
rectangles are first trimmed in their bottom and top sides by
w=2 as shown in Fig. 11, where the dotted border is the original
rectangle and the solid border it the trimmed one. Legal fins are
then defined by the intersection of the grid with the trimmed
rectangles. We subsequently treat the rectangles as already being
trimmed.

Let yb and yt be the ordinates of R's bottom and top edges as
shown in Fig. 11. It is convenient to define the lower-left corner of
the cell layout as an origin ðy¼ 0Þ. The bottom and top ordinates of
R are defined with respect to that origin. The expression

N¼ yt−yb

δ

� �
ð1Þ

defines the number of grid lines intersecting with R which can be
either N or Nþ1, depending on the offset of the grid with respect
to R. Correspondingly, the number of legal fins embedded in R is
TN or TðNþ1Þ, where Tis the number of transistors existed in R in
the source layout. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11 whereN¼ 4.
While the offset in Fig. 11(a) yields 4T fins, it yields 5T fins in
Fig. 11(b). The grid offset ε can be any value in the range 0≤ε≤δ,
and the number of fins in R is therefore a two-valued function

f ðεÞ : ½0,δ�-fTN,TðN−1Þg: ð2Þ

Evidently, while some ε can be favored for a rectangle Ri∈R,
yielding TiðNiþ1Þ fins, it can be is inferior for another rectangle
Rj∈R, yielding only TjNj fins. Let the layout contain r maximal
rectangles Ri, 1≤i≤r, and let f i be their corresponding fin count
functions defined in (2). Finding the optimal grid offset is

formulated as follows:

maximize FðεÞ ¼ ∑
r

i ¼ 1
f iðεÞ, subject to : 0≤ε≤δ: ð3Þ

It follows from (2) and (3) that ∑r
i ¼ 1TiNi≤FðεÞ≤∑r

i ¼ 1TiðNiþ1Þ.
The optimization problem in (3) is solved by transforming it into
the following interval density problem. Notice that while the grid
offset is changing continuously in the range 0≤ε≤δ, f iðεÞ can
change between TiNi and TiðNiþ1Þ at most twice. There exist ε′i
and ε″i, satisfying 0≤ε′i≤ε″i≤δ such that either

f iðεÞ ¼
TiNi

TiðNiþ1Þ
TiNi

0≤εoε′i
ε′i≤εoε″i
ε″i≤ε≤δ

, or

8><
>: ð4aÞ

f iðεÞ ¼
TiðNiþ1Þ

TiNi

TiðNiþ1Þ

0≤εoε′i
ε′i≤εoε″i
ε″i≤ε≤δ

:

8><
>: ð4bÞ

whether (4a) or (4b) applies for a rectangle Ri depends on its
position with respect to the grid origin. The situations in (4a) or
(4b) are illustrated in Figs. 12(a) and (b), respectively. In (4a)
the increase of ε from 0 to δ results in a grid line to first enter
Ri from bottom as shown in Fig. 12(a). In (4b) the increase of ε from
0 to δ results in a grid line to first leave Ri from its top as shown in
Fig. 12(b).

The value ε′i defined in (5) below is the grid offset causing a
grid line to enter Ri in (4a), thus adding Ti fins, and to leave Ri in
(4b), thus subtracting Ti fins,

ε′i ¼min ybi −δ
ybi
δ

$ %
,yti−δ

yti
δ

� �( )
: ð5Þ

The value ε″i defined in the following equation is the grid offset
causing the grid line to leave Ri in (4a), thus subtracting Ti fins, and
to enter Ri in (4b), thus adding Ti fins,

ε″i ¼max ybi −δ
ybi
δ

$ %
,yti−δ

yti
δ

� �( )
: ð6Þ

It follows from (4a) and (4b) that FðεÞ defined in (3) can change
its values only at f0, ε′1, ε″1,:::, ε′r , ε″rg. Notice that FðδÞ ¼ Fð0Þ since
the grid offset is periodic. Let us sort f0, ε′1, ε″1,:::, ε′r , ε″rg in
ascending orders and denote the sorted values by ε0 ¼ 0≤ε1≤ε2
≤…≤ε2r−1≤ε2r . The function FðεÞ can change its value 2rþ1 times
at most. To find the optimal ε where it is maximized there is no
need to compute FðεÞ, but rather cumulate its increments or
decrements at εi, 0≤i≤2r. While an offset defined by (5) is
increasing FðεÞ by Ti, an offset defined by (6) is decreasing it by
Ti. By a linear traversal over the sorted list ðε0, ε1, ε2,…, ε2r−1, ε2rÞ
the optimal value εn maximizing the total number of fin is found.
To consider the time complexity of finding the optimal offset,

Fig. 10. Illustration of the first three iterations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Different offsets of fin grid yield different number of fins.
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notice that while the computation of εn takes OðrÞ time, the
presorting of the offsets 0, ε′1, ε″1,:::, ε′r , ε″rf g takes Oðr logrÞ time.

The above algorithm can easily be modified to minimize the
number of transistors having less than a specified number M of fins.
Let us define RM ¼ fRijNi ¼M−1g. It follows from (4a) and (4b) that
only rectangles R∈RM should be considered by the algorithm, since a
rectangle R∉RM will either have at most M−1 or at least M fins,
regardless of the grid offset. By restricting the problem to RM , the
optimal offset can be found by maximizing FðεÞ as before. The special
case whereM ¼ 1 guarantees that if there is a feasible solutionwhere
each transistor has one fin at least, the algorithm will find it.

6. Results

The conversion flow has been implemented and tested on
many cell families, including sequential ones containing small
keepers. In all cases we tried, the flow generated feasible layout. In
most cases the grid offset achieved the primary goal of maximizing
the total number of fins, yielding a feasible layout where each
transistor has one fin at least. For those cases where maximum fins
resulted illegal layout (usually a case of a small keeper in a
sequential cell) we used the modification described in Section 5,
which could always resolve the problem.

Table 1 shows the range of fin count that can be obtained by
grid offsets. Five complex cells have been experimented, for each
the count of schematics and layout transistors is shown. The
reason for the difference between schematics and layout is due
to the output transistors comprising several parallel connected
legs, counted in the layout as distinct transistors. We observed a

consistent increase of the fin count of 25–30% between grid offsets
maximizing and minimizing the total number of fins. Notice that
the same algorithm that finds the offset maximizing the number of
fins, is finding as a by-product the offset minimizing their number.
Due to the low polynomial complexity of the algorithms involved
in the flow and the small size of library cells (hundreds to
thousands polygons), run-time is negligible.

Fig. 13 shows a layout clip taken from a larger block in which
the cells produced by the migration flow have been placed in their
original position in the source layout, as a part of a cell-based
layout migration flow. Notice that the underlying cells nicely fit
each other, thus ensuring that all the fins abut and are placed on a
grid common to the entire target layout.
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